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The purpose of the Thrust Vector Control (TVC) System is to point the engine
thrust at the vehicle center of mass and thus maintain attitude stability
during propulsive maneuvers. This is accomplished by mounting the engine
in a two-axis gimbal system. The TVC system then controls the pointing of
the engine by closed loop control of two linear actuators which extend or
retract and rotate the engine in its gimbal system.
The velocity vector (&V) pointing error incurred during a propulsive maneuver
is made up of several parts, and the TVC system error is one of these. This
error arises because the center of mass and engine thrust are not perfectly
aligned.
It is the purpose of this memorandum to assess the magnitude of the TVC system
portion of the AV pointing error and to provide simplified and linearized
models for predicting its magnitude for the various propulsive maneuvers.
The accuracy of the linearized analysis is verified using a detailed nonlinear
six-degree-of-freedom computer simulation.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is responsible for the Viking Orbiter System,
which is part of the overall Viking Project managed by the Viking Project
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Office at Langley Research Center for NASA. The spacecraft will be launched
on a Titan III-E/Centaur launch vehicle in August 1975.
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This article describes the use of decision analysis to facilitate a group
decision-making problem in the selection of trajectories for the two Space-
craft of the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 Project. This NASA project includes
the participation of some 80 scientists divided by specialization among 11
science teams. A set of 32 candidate trajectory pairs was developed by the
Project in collaboration with the science teams. Each science team then
ordinally ranked and assigned cardinal utility function values to the
trajectory pairs. The data and statistics derived from collective choice
rules were used by the scientists in selecting the science-preferred
trajectory pair.
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An algorithm, based on a series of analyses by Carlson, is presented for
the symbolic integration of a class of algebraic functions. This class
consists of functions made up of rational expressions of an integration vari-
able x and square roots of polynamials, trigonometric and hyperbolic functions
of x. The algorithm is constituted of four major components, viz., (i) re-
duction of input integrand to canonical form, (ii) intermediate internal
representation of integral, (iii) classification of output, and (iv) reduction
and simplification of output to well-known functions. In the oral presenta-
tion, the algorithmic outline as well as some simple examples will be described.
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This report describes work performed for the JPL/NASA Deep Space Network
(DS). Progress is presented on DSN supporting research and technology,
advanced development and engineering, and implementation, and DSN operations
which pertain to mission-independent or multiple-mission development as
well as to support of flight projects. Each issue contains a description
of the functions and facilities of the DS9.
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Abstract
This addendum to the Mariner Mars 1971 Television Picture Catalog, Volume I, com-
prises footprint plots of the Mariner 9 television mapping of the Martian surface from
Rev 100 through Rev 676 and catalogs of the pictures and their quadrangle locations.
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I. Introduction
The air-brushed relief maps included in this addendum to (2) Mapping cycle II, Revs 139-177.
the Mariner Mars 1971 Television Picture Catalog, Vol. I, show
a portion of the Mariner 9 television coverage of the surface of (3) Mapping cycle II1, Revs 178-217.
Mars. The footprint plots are Mercator projections in the inter-
val 700S to 700 N latitude, polar stereographic projections in (4) Extended mission, Phase I, Revs 218-262.
the interval 65 0 S to 900S latitude for the south pole, and 650 N
to 90oN latitude for the north pole. The footprint outlines are (5) Extended mission, Phase II, Revs 416-676.
rectified, and the planet limb is shown as a jagged line.
B. Science Sequences
The footprints are identified either by the data automation
subsystem (DAS) time or by the revolution number followed (1) Mapping.
by the last four digits of the DAS time. These identifiers appear
at reticle 1 (upper left hand corner of the picture), unless this (2) Geodesy.
corner is outside the plot area. In this case, they are located at
the first corner (rotated clockwise) that appears within the plot (3) Global and/or atmospheric.
area.
(4) Targeted (all those not listed above).
Because the Martian surface was obscured by dust during
the first 100 revolutions of Mariner 9, the footprint plots for Each map in this document may be obtained from the Na-
the pictures taken during this period were not generated. tional Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at larger scales
(1:25,000,000 for Mercator and 1:5,000,000 for stereographic)
The pictures are subdivided into combinations of the fol- as line drawings without surface features. A reference set of
lowing science cycles and science sequences: positive transparencies of these maps is filed in the Science
Data Library at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
A. Science Cycles
Figure 1 is an index map of the quadrangle locations. Loca-
(1) Mapping cycle I, Revs 100-138. tions of the surface features are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Surface feature locations.
O AREA LAT LONG AREA LAT LONG AREA LAT LONG AREA LA T
Z ACHILLIS PONS 39 30 DELTOTON SINUS - 7 305 MEMNONIA -20 145 RIMA AUGUSTA -73 50
a ACIDALIUM, MARL 48 30 DEUCALIONIS RHLuO -16 344 MEkIPIANI SINUS - 8 0 RIMA AUSTRALIS -73 335
C ACIUALIUS FONS 50 73 DEUTHERONILUS 35 359 MERUL 34 291 HIImA UREVIS -72 292
AEOLIS - 5 210 DIA -61 84 MESOGALA 0 180 SAbALUS SINUS -11 328
w AERIA 15 309 DIACRIA 47 164 MOAb IP 340 SCAMANCER -49 196
W AETHERIA 35 240 DIOSCURIA 49 319 MOLRIS LACUS 9 271 SCANDIA 62 15n
i AETHIOPIS 5 238 EDEN 18 351 MONS ARGENTINA -70 30 SERPENTIS, MAHL -25 321
00 ALBA 41 107 EDOM - 3 345 MORPHEOS LACUS 35 230 SILOE FONS 35 5
AMAZONIS 3 154 ELECTRIS -45 180 NECTAR -2 65 SIMOIS -48 161
< AMLNTHES 9 256 ELYSIUM 23 216 NEITH REGI1 35 27? SINAI (THAUMASIA) -17 75
0 AONIUb SINUS -51 115 EOS -15 36 NEPtENTHES 17 265 SIRENUM, MANE -32 154
r ARABIA 22 324 ERIUANIA -46 220 NEREIDUM FRETUm -43 51 SIRENUM SINUS -35 131
- ARAM - 3 14 LRYTHHAEUM.MARL -33 25 NILIACUS LACUS 34 33 SITHONIUS LACUS 53 237
ARAXES -27 125 EUNOSTOS 12 225 NILOKLRAS 35 58 SOLIS LACUS -27 85
ARCADIA 49 125 EUPHRATES 15 334 NILuSYRTIS 39 280 SOUTH POLAR CAP CENIER -84 30
ARETHUSA LACUS 59 338 EUXINUS LACUS 44 157 NIX OLYMPICA 20 138 STYX 2 202
ARGYRE I -45 30 GANGES 8 63 NOACHIS -43 350 SYRIA -20 97
ARGYRE II -68 72 GEHON 15 358 NOCTIS LACUS -10 95 SYRTIS MAJOR 10 28Q
ARNON 50 335 GOMER SINUS - 5 225 NOUUS ALCYONIUS 32 256 SYRTIS MINOR -10 261
ASCRAEUS LACUS 1Q 105 GORGONUM SINUS -30 14Q NOUS GORDII - 5 129 TANAIS 50 57
ATLANTIS -33 166 GYNDES 55 215 NODUS LAOCOONTIS 20 248 TEMPL 45 65
AURORAE SINUS -12 49 HADRIACUM, MARL -35 275 NORTH POLAR CAP CEITEH 69 290 THAkSIS - 2 105
AUSONIA -37 247 HAMMONIS CORNU - 5 320 NOTE SINUS -b3 204 THAUMASIA -36 84
AUSTRALE, MARE -63 26 HEES LACUS - 1 3 NOTUS -71 212 THOANA PALUS 29 8
BATHYS POHTUS -41 110 HECATES LACUS 30 205 NOVISSIMA THYLE -72 314 THOTH 33 255
BIULIS FONS 17 133 HELLAS -47 295 NOVUS MONS -70 320 THYLE 1 -68 15?
BOREOSYRTIS 55 300 HELLLSPONTICA. DEPHRSSLO -60 344 NUUIS LACUS 20 260 THYLLE I -66 225
BORLUMr MARE 57 90 HELLESPONTUS -40 322 OEiUTRIA - 2 298 THYLES COLLIS -71 232
BOSPOROS -41 75 HEPHAESTUS 21 240 OGYGIS REG0O -40 60 THYLLS MONS -73 315
CANDOR 5 74 HERCULIS PONS 50 180 OLYMPIA 80 210 THYMIAMATA 15 6
CAPRI CORNU -20 50 HESPERIA -19 240 OPHIR - 9 66 TIPHYS FRETUM -56 21
CARALIS FONS -42 155 HIDDEKEL 15 346 ORTYb1A 61 350 TITANUM SINUS -20 169
CASIUS 40 264 HOUGERIA 31 139 OXIA 21 16 TITHONIUS LACUS - 2 8
CASTORIUS LACUS 54 155 HOUGLRIUS LACUS 20 125 OX1A PALUS 11 1P TRACTUS ALIIUS (AUSTRALIS) - 5 100
CEbkENIA 47 215 HYbLAEUS 26 233 OXUS 10 21 THACTUS ALbUS (1OREALIS) 25 ;75
*" CECROPIA 65 310 HYPERBOREUS LALUS 75 60 PALINURI FRETUM -5 146 TRINACRIA (AUSUNIA bORLALIS) -20 275
CERAUNIUS 25 95 HYPLRNOTIUS MONS -66 28 PAMUOTIS LACUS 7 218 TRIIONIS SIUS - 6 245
CERBERUS 10 200 IAPYIA -16 298 PANCHAIA 62 210 TRIVIUM CHARONIIS 15 200
CHALCE -48 0 ICARIA -40 122 PANDORAE FRETUM -25 345 TYRRHLNUM, MARL -22 252
CHAOS 39 215 IDAEUS FON 30 52 PARVA, DEPRESSIO -72 175 UCHHONIA 70 260
CHERSONESUS -54 261 ISIDIS REGIO 20 275 PAVONIS LACUS 1 120 ULTIMUM PROM. -73 179
CHRONIUM, MARE -60 180 ISMLNIUS LACUS 40 334 PEINLUS -48 280 ULYXIS FRETUM -73 195
CHRYSE 9 35 JAMUNA 15 35 PHALTHOnITIS -47 136 Uu6PA 49 287
CHRYSOKERAS -55 99 JUVLNTAE FONS - 5 62 PHISON 15 320 UTOPIA 53 244
CIMMERIUM, MARL -32 207 LAESTRYGON - 5 198 PHLLGRA 31 191 VULCANI PELAGUL -35 15
0 CLARITAS -32 102 LALSTRYGONUM SINUS -32 200 PHOLNICIS LACUS -IS O18 XANTHL 14 52
COLOE PALUS 43 297 LEMURIA 65 210 PROWETHLI SINUS -b64 262 XANTHUS -49 230
COPAIS PALUS 56 275 LIBYA - 1 270 PRUPONTIS 1 45 IdO YAONIS FRETUM -34 310
COPRATES -15 61 LUNAL PALUS 20 65 PROPONTIS II 54 180 YAONIS REGIO -35 315
CROCEA - 5 285 MAEOTIS PALUS 51 124 PROItl HEGIO -23 50 ZEA LACUS -47 289
CYCLOPIA - 2 225 MAGNA DEPRESSIO -79 270 PROLTIIILUS 42 713 ZEPHYRIA -10 180
CYCLOPUM SINUS -10 227 MARTIS LACUS 32 92 PRUMLIHEI SINUS 
-67 256
CYDONIA 46 356 MARGARITIFLH SINUS -13 22 PYRHHAE REGIO -25 22
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t{,~I K.7 . II
101 52C0753 MC-28 121 5920633 uC-29
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.40* 11,3 3
11 5596073 9C-22 135 635163 MC-30
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115 5704683 MC-29 136 6461213 MC-2
115 5704753 MC-2 13 6495783 90-30
116 5740523 9C-30 137 649523 9C-24
116 574683 MC-26 137 6490873 MC-24
-6116 57473 MC-26 137 6495963 MC-2
.1116 5740803 MC-19 138 6531733 MC-30
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117 7 657 90 9 8 9183 0- 7
117 577643 90-29 138 6531943 90-27
u 117 577613 90-29 138 65320123 90-21
118 57485 3 MC-30
118 5812593 90-26 176952 C2
-60' 118 5812623 "0-26 3 6483M-2
118 5812693 90-26 13 6993 -2
118 5812763 90-19 1 6903 C1
119 8 33 M0-30 186 [3 C3
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Fig. 2. Mapping Ccle Geodesy, Revs 1
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MARNE TV PICTURE COVERAGE
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Fig. 7. Mapping CYCIe hf, Non-Mapping and Non-Geodesy, Revs 178-216.
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Fig. 9. Extended Mission, Phase II, Revs 416-676.
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III. Polar Stereographic Projections of the South Pole:
Wide-Angle Camera Coverage





























180py)( OTFIORIINALPAG IS OORFig. 10. Mapping Cycle IA, Non-Global. Revs 100-118.
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Fig. 11. Mapping Cycle IA, Global, Revs 100-118.
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Fig. 12. Mapping Cycle IB, Non-Global, Revs 119-138.













































Fig. 13. Mapping Cycle IB, Global, Revs 119-138.
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Fig. 14. Mapping Cycle II, Revs 139-177.
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Fig. 15. Mapping Cycle III, Revs 178-217.
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Fig. 16. Extended Mission, Phase I, Revs 218-262.
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IV. Polar Stereographic Projections of the South Pole:
Narrow-Angle Camera Coverage
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Fig. 17. Mapping Cycle I, Revs 100-138.
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Fig. 18. Mapping Cycle IIA, Revs 139-159.
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Fig. 19. Mapping Cycle iB, Revs 160-177
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Fig. 20. Mapping Cycle IIIA, Revs 178-188.
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Fig. 21. Mapping Cycle IIIB, Revs 189-204.
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Fig. 22. Mapping Cycle IIIC, Revs 205-217.
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Fig. 23. extended Mission, Phase IA, Revs 218-226.
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Fig. 24. Extended Mission, Phase IB. Revs 227-235. N





































Fig. 25. Extended Mission Phase IC, Revs 236-262.
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V. Polar Stereographic Projections of the North Pole:
Wide-Angle Camera Coverage
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Fig. 26. Mapping Cycle II, Revs 139-177.
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Fig. 27. Mapping Cycle IIIA, Revs 178-196.























Fig. 28. Mapping Cycle IIIB, Revs 197-217.


































Fig. 29. Extended Mission, Phase I., Revs 218-262. /
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Fig. 30. Extended Mission, Phase IA, Non-Global, Revs 416-431.
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Fig. 31. Extended Mission, Phase 11B, Non-Global, Revs 436-676.
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Fig. 32. Mapping Cycle Ill, Revs 178-217.
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Fig. 33. Extended Mission, Phase , Revs 218.262.
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EPRODUCITBLL Y OF TIIE Fig. 34. Extended Mission, Phases II, III, IV, Revs 416-676.
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